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Tp

$27.99

$21.99 Humanity is fighting back. Although the night still belongs to the demons that arise as
the sun sets, new wards and weapons are giving those willing to fight in the darkness
a chance to retaliate against their core-spawned enemies. But, as humanity is about to
learn, not all monsters are confined to the dark. Civil war ravages the north and
south, battles fought between those who should be working together. It is up to Arlen the Painted Man - and Jardir - the self-proclaimed Shar'Dama Ka, the Deliverer - to
put aside their differences and bring their people to terms if they are to have any
chance of saving their civilisation from demon-rule.

Patricia Briggs Frost Burned: Mercy
Thompson #7

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 Shapeshifter Mercy Thompson's life is calming down, at least enough that she can
focus on mundane matters like Black Friday sales. But on her return, Mercy is unable
to contact her mate, Alpha Adam Hauptman, or the other members of their pack. All
she knows is that Adam is angry and in pain. With the werewolves fighting a political
battle to gain acceptance from the public, Mercy fears Adam's disappearance may be
related - and that he and the pack are in serious danger. Outclassed and on her own,
Mercy may be forced to seek assistance from the most unlikely of allies: the vampire
seethe.

C Robert
Cargill

Tp

$29.99

$23.95 C Robert Cargill takes us beyond the veil, through the lives of Ewan and Colby, young
men whose spirits have been enmeshed with the otherworld from a young age. This
brilliantly crafted narrative - part Neil Gaiman, part Guillermo Del Torro, part William
Burroughs - follows the boys from their star-crossed adolescences to their haunted
adulthoods. Cargill's tour-de-force takes us inside the Limestone Kingdom, a parallel
universe where whisky swilling genies and foul mouthed wizards argue over the state
of the metaphysical realm. Having left the spirit world and returned to the human
world, Ewan and Colby discover that the creatures from this previous life have not
forgotten them, and that fate can never be sidestepped.

Douglas Adams Dirk Gently's Holistic
Detective Agency: Dirk
Gently #1 [1987]

Pb

$17.99

$16.20 What do a dead cat, a computer whiz-kid, an Electric Monk who believes the world is
pink, quantum mechanics, a Chronologist over 200 years old, Samuel Taylor Coleridge
(poet), and pizza have in common? Apparently not much; until Dirk Gently, self-styled
private investigator, sets out to prove the fundamental interconnectedness of all
things by solving a mysterious murder, assisting a mysterious professor, unravelling a
mysterious mystery, and eating a lot of pizza – not to mention saving the entire
human race from extinction along the way (at no extra charge). To find out more, read
this book (better still, buy it then read it) – or contact Dirk Gently's Holistic Detective
Agency.

James Axler

Pb

$11.50

$10.35 In post-apocalyptic earth, the Cerberus rebels fight the forces of alien tyranny over
humankind. While the losses are often painful, their victories bring renewed promise.
Forging a brave new world from the wreckage of the old, these dedicated warriors
won't stop until mankind is once again master of its own destiny on earth. Kane,
Brigid and Grant come to the aid of a race of serpent-human mutants caught up in
civil war. Hope for the mutant race lies in an alliance with the advanced people who
live in a verdant, secret place deep beneath the shattered islands of Japan. But their
subterranean haven is under siege. In a battle to the finish, Kane and the others
confront a prehistoric nightmare, retooled and fortified by the deepest mysteries of
the Outlands.

GALAXY CHOICE
Peter V Brett

Daylight War: Demon
Cycle #3

Dreams and Shadows
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Savage Dawn:
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Iain Banks

Stonemouth

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 Stewart Gilmour is back in Stonemouth. After five years in exile his presence is
required at the funeral of patriarch Joe Murston, and even though the last time Stu
saw the Murstons he was running for his life, staying away might be even more
dangerous than turning up. An estuary town north of Aberdeen, Stonemouth, with it's
five mile beach, can be beautiful on a sunny day. On a bleak one it can seem to offer
little more than seafog, gangsters, cheap drugs and a suspension bridge irresistible to
suicides. And although there's supposed to be a temporary truce between Stewart and
the town's biggest crime family, it's soon clear that only Stewart is taking this promise
of peace seriously. Before long a quick drop into the cold grey Stoun begins to look
like the soft option, and as he steps back into the minefield of his past to confront his
guilt and all that it has lost him, Stu uncovers ever darker stories, and his
homecoming takes a more lethal turn than even he had anticipated.

John Barnes

Gaudeamus [2004]

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 Barnes' college friend Travis Bismark always brought back plenty of great stories from
his job as an industrial spy. This time, over a few beer and coffee-fueled chat sessions,
Travis unravels a tale about his current case too tall for even an SF author to believe:
a Gaudeamus machine that bends physics in order to make possible both teleportation
and time travel, and how it gets stolen - twice; a grad student and sex worker who
deals in telepathy-inducing drugs that let her "download" top-secret documents from
her client's brains, a romp through Colorado and New Mexico during which each
episode and character is more bizarre than the last; and the internet meme that seems
to tie it all together.

Ben Bova

Farside

Hb

$37.95

$34.15 Telescopes on Earth have detected an Earth-sized planet circling a star some thirty
light-years away. Now the race is on to get pictures of that distant world that show
whether or not the planet is truly like Earthand if it bears life. Farside observatory
will have the largest optical telescope in the solar system and the most sensitive radio
telescope, insulated from the interference of Earth's radio chatter by a thousand
kilometers of the moon's solid body. But building Farside is a complex, dangerous task.
Accidents happen, some of them fatal. What they ultimately find stuns everyone, and
humanity will never be the same.

Christopher
Brookmyre

Bedlam

Tp

$29.99

$27.00 Heaven is a prison. Hell is a playground. Would it be your ultimate fantasy to enter
the world of a video game? A realm where you don't have to go to work or worry
about your health; where you can look like a hero or a goddess; where you can fly
space-ships, slay dragons, yet all of it feels completely real. A realm where there are
no consequences and no responsibilities. Or would it be your worst nightmare? Stuck
in an endless state of war and chaos where the pain and fear feels real and from
which not even death can offer an escape. Prison or playground. Heaven or hell. This
is where you find out. This is white-knuckle action, sprawling adventure, merciless
satire and outrageous humour like you've never experienced. This is Bedlam.

Orson Scott
Card

Shadows in Flight:
Shadow Saga #5

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 Bean has fled to the stars with three of his children - the three who share the
engineered genes that gave him both hyper-intelligence and a short, cruel physical
life. The time dilation granted by the speed of their travel gives Earth's scientists
generations to seek a cure, to no avail. In time, they are forgotten - a fading ansible
signal speaking of events lost to Earth's history. But the Delphikis are about to make a
discovery that will let them save themselves. For in space lays a derelict Formic
colony ship. Aboard it, they will find both death and wonders - the life support that is
failing on their own ship, room to grow, and labs in which to explore their own
genetic anomaly and the mysterious disease that killed the ship's colony.
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Frank
Chadwick

How Dark the World
Becomes

Pb

$21.95

$19.75 Sasha Naradnyo is a gangster. He's a gangster with heart, sure, but Sasha sticks his
neck out for no man. That's how you stay alive in Crack City, a colony stuffed deep
into the crust of the otherwise unlivable planet Peezgtaan. Alive only - because if
you're human, you don't prosper, at least not for long. Sasha is a second generation
City native. His parents came to this rock figuring to make it big, only to find that
they'd been recruited as an indentured labor force for alien overlords known as the
Varoki. Now a pair of rich young Varoki under the care of a beautiful human nanny
are fleeing Peezgtaan, and Sasha is recruited to help. But Sasha discovers his simple
choice has thrust him into the midst of a political battle that could remake the galactic
balance of power and save humanity from slow death by servitude. Now all he has to
do is survive and keep his charges alive on a hostile planet undergoing its own
revolution.

Myke Cole

Fortress Frontier:
Shadow Ops #2

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 The Great Reawakening did not come quietly. Across the country and in every nation,
people began to develop terrifying powers - summoning storms, raising the dead, and
setting everything they touch ablaze. Overnight the rules changed... but not for
everyone. Colonel Alan Bookbinder is an army bureaucrat whose worst war wound is
a paper-cut. But after he develops magical powers, he is torn from everything he
knows and thrown onto the front-lines. Drafted into the Supernatural Operations
Corps in a new and dangerous world, Bookbinder finds himself in command of
Forward Operating Base Frontier - cut off, surrounded by monsters, and on the brink
of being overrun. Now, he must find the will to lead the people of FOB Frontier out of
hell, even if the one hope of salvation lies in teaming up with the man whose own
magical powers put the base in such grave danger in the first place - Oscar Britton,
public enemy number one...

James K
Decker

The Burn Zone

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 It's been a rough day for Sam Shao. As part of a program that requires humans to act
as surrogates to the alien haan infants, Sam has been genetically enhanced to bond
with them. So when three soldiers invade her apartment and arrest her guardian for
smuggling a dangerous weapon into the country, Sam knows something isn't right.
One of his abductors is a haan masquerading as a human, and the supposedly fragile
haan seems to be anything but. Racing through the city slums, trying to stay one step
ahead of the mysterious haan soldier, Sam tries to find the man who, in her twenty
years, has been the only father she's ever known. Could he truly have done what he is
accused of? Or did he witness something both human and haan would kill to keep
hidden? The only thing certain is that the weapon is real - and lost now somewhere in
a city of millions. Fighting the clock, Sam finds an ally in Nix, a haan envoy devoted to
coexisting with humans, or so it seems. But what she really needs are answers.

Jaine Fenn

Queen of Nowhere:
Hidden Empire #5

Tp

$29.99

$27.00 The Sidhe look like us. They live amongst us. What they lack in numbers they make up
with their fearsome mental abilities and the considerable physical resources at their
disposal. And their biggest advantage? No one believes they exist. Almost no one. Bez,
the best hacker in human-space, is fighting a secret war against them. Always one
step ahead, never lingering in one place, she's determined to bring them down. But
she can't expose the Hidden Empire alone and when the only ally she trusted fails her
she must accept help from an unexpected quarter. Just one misstep, one incorrect
assumption, and her Sidhe trap - her life's work - could end in vicious disaster. Worse,
if Bez fails then humanity may never have another chance to win free of the
manipulative and deadly Sidhe...

Robert A
Heinlein

Sixth Column [1941]

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 The totalitarian East has triumphed in a massive invasion and the United States has
fallen to a dictatorial superpower bent on total domination. That power is
consolidating its grip via concentration camps, police state tactics, and a total
monopoly upon the very thoughts of the conquered populace. A tiny enclave of
scientists and soldiers survives, unbeknownst to America's new rulers. It's six against
six million - but those six happen to include a scientific genius, a master of subterfuge
and disguise who learned his trade as a lawyer-turned-hobo, and a tough-minded
commander who knows how to get the best out of his rag-tag assortment of American
discontents. It's going to take technological savvy and a propaganda campaign that
would leave Madison Avenue aghast, but the U.S. will rise again!
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Brian Herbert The Sisterhood of Dune
& Kevin J
Anderson

Pb

$16.99

$15.30 It is 83 years after the last of the thinking machines were destroyed in the Battle of
Corrin, after Faykan Butler established himself as the first Emperor of a new
imperium. War hero Vorian Atreides has turned his back on Salusa Secundus, flying
off to parts unknown. Abulurd Harkonnen, convicted of cowardice, was sent away to
live on gloomy Lankiveil, and his descendants continue to blame Vor for the downfall
of their fortunes. Raquella Berto-Anirul has formed the Bene Gesserit School as the
first Reverend Mother. Descendants of Aurelius Venport and Norma Cenva have built
a powerful transportation company using mutated Navigators who fly spacefolder
ships . Gilbertus Albans has established a school on bucolic Lampadas teaching
humans to become Mentats. Even so, decades after the defeat of the thinking
machines, anti-technology fervor continues to sweep across the human-settled
planets, with powerful fanatical groups imposing violent purges...

Richard Klaw
[ed]

The Apes of Wrath

Pb

$25.95

$23.35 From the jungles of Tarzan to outer space and beyond, the apes in these remarkable
tales boldly go where humans dare not. Provocative and fantastical, this clever
anthology delves into the cultural fascination with humanity's simian cousins. In Evil
Robot Monkey, a disgruntled chimp receives an implant that makes him more cunning
than his cohort and humans alike; and a murder mystery unravels with the discovery
of a hair that does not appear quite human in the classic Poe tale, Murders in the Rue
Morgue. Merging steampunk with slapstick, The Ape-Box Affair has a not-so-ordinary
orangutan landing on Earth in a spherical flying ship - where he is promptly mistaken
for an alien; and Joe R. Lansdale has King Kong setting a terrible example with booze
and Barbie dolls in Godzilla's Twelve-Step Program. Intertwining beloved classics with
inventive new writings, this collection explores the lighter and darker sides of these
furry primates and holds a mirror to man's deepest anxieties and desires.

Sharon Lee &
Steve Miller

Necessitys Child (#9
Liaden Universe)

Hb

$37.95

$34.15 The kompani exists in many places, living quietly in the shadows, thriving off the
bounty that others have no wit to secure, nor skill to defend. Their private history is
unwritten; their recall rooted in dance and dream. The humans of Clan Korval are in
many ways the opposite of the kompani. The interstellar trading clan is wealthy in
enemies, fortunate in friends. Korval protects itself with vigor, and teaches even its
youngest children the art of war. And when representatives of Clan Korval arrive on
the planet Surebleak where the kompani has lived secret and aloof, it seems to the
kompani that they are borne by the very winds of change. Change can be a boon for in
change lies opportunity. But the arrival of Clan Korval, establishing itself upon
Surebleak with its friends, its enemies, and, most of all, its plans may bring
catastrophe, changing the culture and the kompani, forever. In this time of change,
the lives of three people intersect - Kezzi, apprentice to the kompani's grandmother;
Syl Vor, Clan Korval's youngest warrior; and Rys, a man without a world, or a past.

Karen Lord

The Best of All Possible
Worlds

Pb

$29.99

$27.00 The Sadiri were once the galaxy's ruling elite, but now their home planet has been
rendered unlivable and most of the population destroyed. The few groups living on
other worlds are desperately short of Sadiri women, and their extinction is all but
certain. Civil servant Grace Delarua is assigned to work with Councillor Dllenahkh, a
Sadiri, on his mission to visit distant communities, looking for possible mates. Delarua
is impulsive, garrulous and fully immersed in the single life; Dllenahkh is controlled,
taciturn and responsible for keeping his community together. They both have a lot to
learn.

Phillip Mann

The Disestablishment of Pb
Paradise

$29.99

$27.00 Something has gone wrong on the planet of Paradise. The human settlers - farmers
and scientists - are finding that their crops won't grow and their lives are becoming
more and more dangerous. The indigenous plant life - never entirely safe - is changing
in unpredictable ways, and the imported plantings wither and die. And so the order is
given - Paradise will be abandoned. All personnel will be removed and reassigned. And
all human presence on the planet will be disestablished. Not all agree with the
decision. There are some who believe that Paradise has more to offer the human race.
That the planet is not finished with the intruders, and that the risks of staying are
outweighed by the possible rewards. And so the leader of the research team and one
of the demolition workers set off on a journey across the planet. Along the way they
will encounter the last of the near-mythical Dendron, the vicious Reapers and the
deadly Tattersall Weeds as they embark on an adventure which will bring them closer
to nature, to each other and, eventually, to Paradise.
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George R R
Martin

Tuf Voyaging [1985]

Hb

$25.95

$23.35 Back in print after almost ten years, Tuf Voyaging is the story of quirky and endearing
Haviland Tuf, an unlikely hero just trying to do right by the galaxy, one planet at a
time. Haviland Tuf is an honest space-trader who likes cats. So how is it that, in
competition with the worst villains the universe has to offer, he's become the proud
owner of a seedship, the last remnant of Earth's legendary Ecological Engineering
Corps? Never mind; just be thankful that the most powerful weapon in human space
is in good hands - hands which now have the godlike ability to control the genetic
material of thousands of outlandish creatures. Armed with this unique equipment, Tuf
is set to tackle the problems that human settlers have created in colonizing far-flung
worlds: hosts of hostile monsters, a population hooked on procreation, a dictator who
unleashes plagues to get his own way... and in every case, the only thing that stands
between the colonists and disaster is Tuf's ingenuity - and his reputation as a man of
integrity in a universe of rogues.

Larry Niven

Man Kzin Wars XIII:
Man Kzin #13

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 The kzin, formerly invincible conquerors of all they encountered, had a hard time
dealing with their ignominious defeat by the leaf-eating humans. Some secretly
hatched schemes for a rematch, others concentrated on gathering power within the
kzin hierarchy, and some shamefully cooperated with the contemptible humans,
though often for hidden motives. In war and in uneasy peace, kzin and humans
continue their adventures with a masterful addition to the Man-Kzin Wars series.

Don Pendleton Cold Fusion:
Executioner #411

Pb

$9.95

$8.95 A deadly auction is about to take place as two scientists put their prototype for
harnessing cold fusion on the market. Scheduled to be sold to the highest bidder in a
secret Syrian location, the knowledge of how to harness cold fusion would give great
and dangerous nuclear power to its owner. As Mack Bolan races to intercept the
exchange, he discovers he's not the only one intent on crashing the bidding party. A
group of Russians have hijacked the proceedings and disappeared with the scientists.
The Russians expect an even higher price for the brains behind the scientific
breakthrough, and Bolan must track the ex-KGB kidnappers across the desert from
Syria to Libya and stop them from trading their human merchandise. Access to
technology is low, so the Executioner will have to resort to WWII desert warfare
strategies to put these Russians out of business-permanently.

Don Pendleton Perilous Skies: Stony
Man #123

Pb

$11.50

$10.35 Only a few know of their existence, but the lives of millions lie in their hands. An
elite, covert counterterrorist team acting under the President, Stony Man comprises
the best cyber technicians and military warriors in the world. Their goal is to fight
terror anywhere and anytime - even if it means sacrificing their lives in the process.
When billion-dollar stealth technology drops to bargain prices, governments and drug
cartels around the world want in on the action. Suddenly, hotspots are cropping up
everywhere, and even the United States can feel its military security slipping away.
No country is safe unless Stony Man's command can find a way to destroy the
technology. Determined to stop war from erupting, Able Team is sent to find the brain
behind the stealth tech, while Phoenix Force infiltrates China to destroy the
manufacturing plant. But time is of the essence. And the clock is already counting
down.

Cherie Priest

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 Adventures await Rector Wreck 'em Sherman. About to turn eighteen, he's facing
ejection from the orphanage that passed for home. He should also choose a trade, but
work is scarce in steam-powered Seattle. And Rector has more unconventional plans.
He's started dealing in sap, a yellow narcotic produced by rebels and outlaws within
the city's toxic walled enclave. What's worse, he's been sampling his wares. Other
problems include being haunted by an old friend with a grudge. The pressure builds
until he sneaks behind the wall himself, seeking both (un)gainful employment and
excitement. As rumoured, he finds a terrifying host of the hungry undead, and then
there's the monster. Rector's certain that his attacker wasn't human, or undead. But
he's going to need more proof than his own addled word to expose it. His new mission
becomes a compulsion when others witness the creature's destructiveness, and give
its kind a name: The Inexplicables.

The Inexplicables:
Clockwork Century #5
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Ian Tregillis

The Coldest War:
Raybould Marsh #2

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 For decades, Britain's warlocks have been all that stands between the British Empire
and the Soviet Union - a vast domain stretching from the Pacific Ocean to the shores
of the English Channel. Now each wizard's death is another blow to Britain's national
security. Meanwhile, a brother and sister - the subjects of a twisted Nazi experiment
to imbue ordinary people with superhuman abilities - escape from a top-secret facility
deep behind the Iron Curtain. They head for England, because that's where former spy
Raybould Marsh lives. And Gretel, the mad seer, has plans for him. As Marsh is once
again drawn into the world of Milkweed, he discovers that Britain's darkest acts didn't
end with the war. And while he strives to protect queen and country, he is forced to
confront his own willingness to accept victory at any cost.

David Weber

A Rising Thunder:
Honor Harrington #13

Pb

$23.95

$21.55 The war between the People's Republic of Haven and the Star Kingdom is finally won
and peace established, but grave danger looms - for there is a plan well on its way to
completion designed to enslave the entire human species. Behind that plan lies the
shadowy organization known as the Mesan Alignment. Task number one for Honor is
to defend against another devastating Mesan strike - a strike that may well spell the
doom of the Star Kingdom in one fell blow. It is time to shut down and secure the
wormhole network that is the source of the Star Kingdom's wealth and power - but
also its greatest vulnerability. Yet this is an act that the ancient and corrupt Earthbased Solarian League inevitably will take as a declaration of war. The thunder of
battle rolls as the Solarian League directs its massive power against the Star Kingdom.
And once again, Honor Harrington is thrust into a desperate battle that she must win
if she is to survive to take the fight to the real enemy of galactic freedom - the
insidious puppetmasters of war who lurk behind the Mesan Alignment!

Elizabeth Bear Range of Ghosts:
Eternal Sky #1

Pb

$25.95

$23.35 Temur, grandson of the Great Khan, is walking away from a battlefield where he was
left for dead. All around lie the fallen armies of his cousin and his brother, who made
war to rule the Khaganate. Temur is now the legitimate heir by blood to his
grandfather's throne, but he is not the strongest. Going into exile is the only way to
survive his ruthless cousin. Once-Princess Samarkar is climbing the thousand steps of
the Citadel of the Wizards of Tsarepheth. She was heir to the Rasan Empire until her
father got a son on a new wife. Then she was sent to be the wife of a Prince in Song,
but that marriage ended in battle and blood. Now she has renounced her worldly
power to seek the magical power of the wizards. These two will come together to
stand against the hidden cult that has so carefully brought all the empires of the
Celadon Highway to strife and civil war through guile and deceit and sorcerous
power.

Stephen
Blackmoore

Dead Things

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 Necromancer is such an ugly word, but it's a title Eric Carter is stuck with. He sees
ghosts, talks to the dead. He's turned it into a lucrative career putting troublesome
spirits to rest, sometimes taking on even more dangerous things. For a fee, of course.
When he left LA fifteen years ago, he thought he'd never go back. Too many bad
memories. Too many people trying to kill him. But now his sister's been brutally
murdered and Carter wants to find out why. Was it the gangster looking to settle a
score? The ghost of a mage he killed the night he left town? Maybe it's the patrion
saint of violent death herself, Santa Muerte, who's taken an unusually keen interest in
him. Carter's going to find out who did it, and he's going to make them pay. As long as
they don't kill him first.

James P
Blaylock

Homunculus: Langdon
St Ives #1 [1986]

Pb

$20.95

$18.85 It is the late 19th century and a mysterious airship orbits through the foggy skies. Its
terrible secrets are sought by many, including the Royal Society, a fraudulent
evangelist, a fiendish vivisectionist, an evil millionaire and an assorted group led by
the scientist and explorer Professor Langdon St. Ives. Can St. Ives keep the alien
homunculus out of the claws of the villainous Ignacio Narbondo?

FANTASY
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Marie Brennan A Natural History of
Dragons: A Memoir by
Lady Trent

Hb

$37.95

$34.15 All the world, from Scirland to the farthest reaches of Eriga, knows Isabella, Lady
Trent, to be the world's preeminent dragon naturalist. She is the remarkable woman
who brought the study of dragons out of the misty shadows of myth and
misunderstanding into the clear light of modern science. But before she became the
illustrious figure we know today, there was a bookish young woman whose passion
for learning, natural history, and, yes, dragons defied the stifling conventions of her
day. Here at last, in her own words, is the true story of a pioneering spirit who risked
her reputation, her prospects, and her fragile flesh and bone to satisfy her scientific
curiosity; of how she sought true love and happiness despite her lamentable
eccentricities; and of her thrilling expedition to the perilous mountains of Vystrana,
where she made the first of many historic discoveries that would change the world
forever...

Patricia Briggs Fair Game: Alpha &
Omega #3

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 They say opposites attract. And in the case of werewolves Anna Latham and Charles
Cornick, they mate. The son-and enforcer-of the leader of the North American
werewolves, Charles is a dominant alpha. While Anna, an omega, has the rare ability
to calm others of her kind. Now that the werewolves have revealed themselves to
humans, they can't afford any bad publicity. Infractions that could have been
overlooked in the past must now be punished, and the strain of doing his father's
dirty work is taking a toll on Charles. Nevertheless, Charles and Anna are sent to
Boston, when the FBI requests the pack's help on a local serial killer case. They quickly
realize that not only the last two victims were werewolves - all of them were.
Someone is targeting their kind. And now Anna and Charles have put themselves right
in the killer's sights...

Stephen Briggs Turtle Recall: The
Discworld Companion...
So Far

Pb

$35.00

$31.50 The Discworld is a flat world balanced on the backs of four elephants which, in turn,
stand on the back of a giant turtle. And like any world, the Discworld is not always
predictable - in fact, it's distinctly UNpredictable, what with rivers you could
skateboard across (if they weren't so knobbly) and points of raw magic that'd turn a
body inside out soon as look at it. For safety's sake, you need a guide to lead you
through the highways and byways of this extraordinary world - how else will you find
out where to get the best curry in Ankh-Morpork, or if the rumours about XXXX, the
lost continent, are true?

Kristen Britain Blackveil: Green Rider
#4

Pb

$14.50

$13.05 Once a simple student, Karigan G'ladheon finds herself in a world of deadly danger
and complex magic, compelled by forces she cannot understand when she becomes a
legendary Green Rider - one of the magical messengers of the king. Forced by magic
to accept a dangerous fate she would never have chosen, headstrong Karigan has
become completely devoted to the king and her fellow Riders. But now, an
insurrection led by dark magicians threatens to break the boundaries of ancient, evil
Blackveil Forest-releasing powerful dark magics that have been shut away for a
millennium.

Gail Carriger

Etiquette and
Espionage: Finishing
School #1

Pb

$16.99

$15.30 Sophronia's more interested in dismantling clocks and climbing trees than learning
the proper etiquette at tea. Mrs. Temminnick is worried that her daughter will never
grow up to be a proper lady. So she decides to send Sophronia away to Mademoiselle
Geraldine's Finishing Academy for Young Ladies of Quality. Little does Sophronia (or
her mother!) know that this is a school where ingenious young girls learn how to
finish... but it's the wrong kind of finishing. It seems that Sophronia and her new
friends are going to have a rousing first year at school.

Mark
Chadbourn

The Devil's Looking
Glass: Sword of Albion
#3

Pb

$28.95

$26.05 1593: The dreaded alchemist, magician and spy Dr John Dee is missing... Terror
sweeps through the court of Queen Elizabeth, for in Dees possession is an obsidian
mirror, an object of great power which legend says could set the world afire. And so
the call goes out to celebrated swordsman, adventurer and rake Will Swyftefind Dee
and his looking-glass and return them to London before disaster strikes. But when
Will discovers the mirror might solve the mystery that has haunted him for years the
fate of his lost love, Jenny the stakes become acutely personal.
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A J Dalton

Empire of the Saviours:
Chronicles of a Cosmic
Warlord #1

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 In the Empire of the Saviours, the People are forced to live in fortified towns. Their
walls are guarded by an army of Heroes, whose task is to keep marauding pagans out
as much as it is to keep the People inside. Several times a year, living Saints visit the
towns to exact the Saviours' tithe from all those coming of age - a tithe often paid in
blood. When a young boy, Jillan, unleashes pagan magicks in an accident, his whole
town turns against him. He goes on the run, but what hope can there be when the
Saviours and the entire Empire decide he must be caught? Jillan is initially hunted by
just the soldiers of the Saint of his region, but others soon begin to hear of his
increasing power and seek to use him for their own ends. There are very few Jillan
can trust, except for a ragtag group of outcasts. His parents threatened, his life in
tatters, his beliefs shaken to the core, Jillan must decide which side he is on, and
whether to fight or run...

Betsy
Dornbusch

Exile: Seven Eyes #1

Hb

$34.99

$31.50 Draken vae Khellian, bastard cousin of the Monoean King, had risen far from his
ignominious origins, becoming both a Bowrank Commander and a member of the
Crown's Black Guard. But when he is falsely condemned for the grisly murder of his
beloved wife, he is banished from the kingdom and cast upon the distant shore of
Akrasia, at the arse-end of the world. Compared to civilized Monoea, Akrasia is a
forbidding land of Moonlings, magic, and restless spirits. It is also a realm on the
brink of a bloody revolution, as a sinister conspiracy plots against Akrasia's embattled
young queen - and malevolent banes possess the bodies of the living. Consumed by
grief, and branded a murderer, Draken lives only to clear his name and avenge his
wife's murder. But the fates may have bigger plans for him. Alone in a strange land, he
soon finds himself sharing the bed of an enigmatic necromancer and a half-breed
servant girl, while pressed into the service of a foreign queen whose life and land may
well depend on the divided loyalties of an exiled warrior...

Jasper Fforde

The Woman Who Died
Pb
a Lot: Thursday Next #7

$19.99

$18.00 The BookWorld's leading enforcement officer Thursday Next is four months into an
enforced semi-retirement following an assassination attempt. She returns home to
Swindon for what you'd expect to be a time of recuperation. If only life were that
simple. Thursday is faced with an array of family problems - son Friday's lack of focus
since his career in the Chronoguard was relegated to a might-have-been, daughter
Tuesday's difficulty perfecting the Anti-Smote shield needed to thwart an angry
Deity's promise to wipe Swindon off the face of the earth, and Jenny, who doesn't
exist. And that's not all. With Goliath attempting to replace Thursday at every
opportunity with synthetic Thursdays, the prediction that Friday's Destiny-Aware
colleagues will die in mysterious circumstances, and a looming meteorite that could
destroy all human life on earth, Thursday's retirement is going to be anything but
easy.

Traci Harding Dreaming of Zhou
Gong: Time Keeper #1

Pb

$29.99

$27.00 Set in ancient China, Dreaming of Zhou Gong is a beautiful story of Hudan, one of the
mysterious Wu who lives on the sacred mountain of Li Shan. The Wu have been living
in isolation for decades while the Shang Emperor and his enchantress have ruled the
land. It has been a terrible time for the common people and the noble Ji brothers are
keen to bring the emperor's arrogant bloodthirsty reign to an end. They believe an
ancient prophecy has predicted the fall of the Shang emperor and they are keen to
enact it, but first they must journey to the mountain and seek out the Wu. When the
Ji brothers join forces with the beautiful, enigmatic Hudan and her equally mysterious
tiger sister, they begin a powerful journey of love and adventure. But the Shang
emperor is not their greatest threat. There is a dark curse that has plagued the rulers
of the land for generations. And the mysterious Sons of the Sky who visit Hudan in
her dreams have a plan to destroy it. Can Hudan trust them?

Robin Hobb

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 Once dragons ruled the Rain Wilds, tended by privileged human servants known as
Elderlings. But now the magnificent creatures have been driven nearly to extinction and the last of their kind, born weak and deformed, have one last hope of survival: to
return to their ancient city of Kelsingra. after a long and harsh journey, Kelsingra is
finally near, on the far side of the toxic Rain Wild River. But the greatest trial still lies
ahead for the dragons and their human keepers. Rapidly approaching enemies driven
by wickedness, greed, and dark desires covet the treasures that await within the
magical city's walls. And to reach their ancestral sanctuary, the dragons must
reawaken a power lost to them generations earlier. The dragons must learn to fly.

City of Dragons: Rain
Wild Chronicles #4
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Hannah Jayne Under the Gun:
Underworld Detection
Agency #4

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 Quick thinking and loyalty have taken human Sophie Lawson a long way in the UDA along with a healthy dose of magic immunity. But when her old boss Pete Sampson
asks for help after a mysterious two year disappearance, she's determined to find out
what high placed demon has put two ruthless werewolf killers on his tail. Of course,
sucking up to her icy vampire department head and negotiating a treacherous
interoffice demon battle are the kind of workplace politics that could easily get a
breather way worse than reprimanded. And sexy fallen angel Alex is doing whatever
it takes to heat up Sophie's professional cool and raise feelings she's done her best to
bury. Too bad their investigation is about to uncover the Agency's darkest secrets...
and powerful entities happy to sign one inquisitive human's pink slip in blood.

Stephen King

The Wind through the
Pb
Keyhole: Dark Tower #8

$19.99

$18.00 This story within a story within a story finds Roland Deschain, Mid-World's last
gunslinger, in his early days during the guilt-ridden year following his mother's death.
Sent by his father to investigate evidence of a murderous shape-shifter, a skin-man,
Roland takes charge of Bill Streeter, a brave but terrified boy who is the sole surviving
witness to the beast's most recent slaughter. Roland, himself only a teenager, calms
the boy by reciting a story from the Book of Eld that his mother used to read to him at
bedtime. A person's never too old for stories, he says to Bill. Man and boy, girl and
woman, we live for them.

E E Knight

Dragon Fate: Age of
Fire #6

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 Scattered across a continent, three dragon siblings are among the last of a dying breed
- the final hope for their species' survival. After fighting a war that cost each of them
kingdoms, friends and family, and their honor and glory, they have removed
themselves from the troubles of the world. But the order they fought to establish is
falling apart. Ancient sorceries have been awakened. Dragons battle dragons. And men
are taking up arms against their winged overlords. Now, the three must unite once
more to save dragonkind from extinction, before the chaos and fire of war consumes
them all...and the world with them.

Lynn Kurland

Dreamspinner: Nine
Kingdoms #7

Pb

$17.99

$16.20 Aisling of Bruadair has lived a provincial life, heedless of the evil creeping over her
land. That ordinary existence changes forever, though, when she is sent to the
opposite end of the world to find a master swordsman. If she fails, her life - and her
country's safety - will be forfeit. She just never expected that swordsman to be a
wounded elven prince masquerading as a simple soldier. Powerless and scarred from a
long-ago conflict, Runach of Ceangail has spent years in obscurity, ignoing battles he
can no longer fight. And although he has been drawn back into the world, he fully
intends to live an unremarkable life far away from events he knows he cannot
change... Until Runach meets Aisling and realizes that she is far more than what she
seems, that their alliance has attracted unwelcome notice, and that some battles must
be fought.

Kate Locke

The Queen Is Dead:
Immortal Empire #2

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 When her brother Val gets in over his head in an investigation of Half-Blood
disappearances and goes missing himself, it's up to Xandra, newly crowned Goblin
Queen, to get him back and bring the atrocities to light. Xandra must frequent the
seediest parts of London, while also coping with what she is, the political factions
vying for her favour, and the all too-close scrutiny of Queen Victoria, who wants her
head. Add this to a being a suspect in a murder investigation, a werewolf boyfriend
with demands of his own, and a mother hell bent on destroying the monarchy, and
Xandra barely knows which way is up. One thing she does know is that she's already
lost one sibling, she's not about to lose another.
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Helen Lowe

The Gathering Of The
Lost: Wall of Night #2

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 Tarathan of Ar and Jehane Mor ride into the great city of Ij in time for its grand
Festival of Masks. But soon after their arrival they witness a terrible slaughter as their
fellow heralds are targeted and assassinated. They must flee for their lives across the
city when they discover Swarm agents at work as they attempt to destabilise the
entire River Cities network for their own ends. And five years after her great flight
from the Derai Wall, Malian remains hidden to those who seek her. But she has not
been idle. Her goal is to muster all Derai magic users who have fled into exile rather
than face destruction. Only by uniting against the Swarm menace can they hold their
own against the dark tide. She has hunted down every rumour of their presence and
has developed her own powers that the Swarm must learn to respect - and to fear. For
Malian won't see her people fall to a dark tide of twisted magic, as demonic forces
subvert a way of life.

L E Modesitt

Imager's Battalion:
Imager Portfolio #6

Hb

$42.00

$37.80 Princeps follows magical hero Quaeryt as he leads history's first Imager fighting force
into war. Given the rank of sub commander by his wife's brother, Lord Bhayar, the
ruler of Telaryn, Quaeryt joins an invading army into the hostile land of Bovaria, in
retaliation for Bovaria's attempted annexation of Telaryn. But Quaeryt has his own
agenda in doing Bhayar's bidding: to legitimize Imagers in the hearts and minds of all
men, by demonstrating their value as heroes as he leads his battalion into one costly
battle after another. Making matters worse, court intrigues pursue Quaeryt even to
the front lines of the conflict, as the Imager's enemies continue to plot against him.

Irene Radford The Silent Dragon:
Children of the Dragon
Nimbus #1

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 Glenndon has never spoken aloud. He has no need because his telepathic talent is
strong and everyone associated with the University can hear him. Everyone knows it
is only a matter of time until Glenndon will take his rightful place at the University.
Then an urgent missive arrives from King Darville. The Council of Provinces is near
rebellion over the king's lack of a male heir. Rather than see his young daughter,
Rosselinda, married off just to procure an heir, he orders his illegitimate son Glenndon
to Coronnan City to become his successor. And suddenly Glenndon's world is in chaos.
The man he's always known as his father is not. Instead he is the son of the king. But
in this city where court politics can prove deadly and where magic is forbidden, the
young man must hide his talents even as he struggles to find his voice and his destiny.
And one slip could see Glenndon, Darville, Rosselinda, and even Jaylor doomed, for
the lords and the people fear magic more than potential invasion, legendary monsters,
and civil war.

Kerry Schafer Between

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 Vivian Maylor can't sleep. Maybe it's because she just broke up with her boyfriend and
moved to a new town, or it could be the stress of her new job at the hospital. But
perhaps it's because her dreams have started to bleed through into her waking hours.
All of her life Viv has rejected her mother's insane ramblings about Dreamworlds for
concrete science and fact, until an emergency room patient ranting about dragons
spontaneously combusts before her eyes - forcing Viv to consider the idea that her
visions of mythical beasts might be real. And when a chance encounter leads her to a
man she knows only from her dreams, Viv finds herself falling into a world that seems
strange and familiar all at once - a world where the line between dream and reality is
hard to determine, and hard to control...

Gaie Sebold

Pb

$14.50

$13.05 Babylon Steel, former avatar of the goddess of sex and war, currently owner of the
Scarlet Lantern, the best brothel on Scalentine, city of portals, has been offered a job;
as bodyguard to Enthemmerlee, the latest candidate for the Council of Incandress; and
as spy for the Diplomatic Section, the barely-acknowledged government of Scalentine.
She doesn't want it. Incandress is on the verge of civil war. Enthemmerlee represents
the hopes or fears of a large portion of its population and is a prime target for
assassination. And on Scalentine racial tensions and economic stresses are boiling up,
with Babylon's lover, Chief Bitternut, trying to keep the lid on. But circumstances
conspire to send her to Incandress. There, what with attempting to turn
Enthemmerlee's useless household guard into a disciplined fighting force, dodging the
Moral Statutes, the unwilling presence of a very annoyed member of the Diplomatic
Section and the need to keep both herself and her client alive, things become rather
too interesting...

Dangerous Gifts:
Babylon Steel #2
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Adrian
Tchaikovsky

The Scarab Path:
Shadows of the Apt #5

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 The war with the Wasp Empire has ended in a bitter stalemate, and Collegium has
nothing to show for it but wounded veterans. Cheerwell Maker finds herself crippled
in ways no doctor can mend, haunted by ghosts of the past that she cannot appease.
The Empress Seda is regaining control over those imperial cities that refused to bow
the knee to her, but she draws her power from something more sinister than mere
armies and war machines. Only her consort, the former spymaster Thalric, knows the
truth, and now the assassins are coming and he finds his life and his loyalties under
threat once again. Out beyond the desert of the Nem, the ancient city of Khanaphes
awaits them both, with a terrible secret entombed beneath its stones.

YOUNG ADULT
Kelley
Armstrong &
Melissa Marr

Shards and Ashes

Pb

$17.99

$16.20 The world is gone, destroyed by human, ecological, or supernatural causes. Survivors
dodge chemical warfare and cruel gods; they travel the reaches of space and inhabit
underground caverns. Their enemies are disease, corrupt corporations, and one
another; their resources are few, and their courage is tested. Powerful original
dystopian tales from nine bestselling authors offer bleak insight, prophetic visions,
and precious glimmers of light among the shards and ashes of a ruined world. Stories
from: Kelley Armstrong, Rachel Caine, Kami Garcia, Nancy Holder, Melissa Marr, Beth
Revis, Veronica Roth, Carrie Ryan, and Margaret Stohl.

Julianna
Baggott

Fuse: Pure Trilogy #2

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 After a young Wretch is abducted by the Dome and cleansed of her fusings and
imperfections, she is only able to repeat the Dome's latest message: We want our son
returned. This girl is proof that we can save you all. If you ignore our plea, we will kill
our hostages one at a time. Willux will go to any lengths to get his son Partridge back,
including murder. Partridge sacrifices himself and returns, in the hope of taking over
the Dome from within, only to uncover more of his father's chilling, dark secrets.
Outside the Dome, Pressia, Bradwell, and El Capitan are decoding the secrets from the
past - tucked away in one of the Black Boxes - to uncover the truth that might set the
wretches free of their fusings forever. Those fighting Willux will be pushed over
boundaries, both land and sea, heart and mind, in their quest - further than they ever
imagined.

Cornelia Funke Fearless: Reckless #2

Pb

$17.99

$16.20 After saving his brother, Jacob Reckless faces death from the fairy's curse burning in
his heart. In search of a cure he returns to the Mirrorworld where he is reunited with
Fox, a beautiful shape-shifting girl. He has one more chance: a golden crossbow, with
the power to both save and destroy life, buried in a dead king's tomb beneath an
invisible palace. Jacob must cross continents, face monsters and men-including a
dangerous rival-and learn what it means to stay alive.

Sara Grant

Pb

$16.99

$15.30 Neva keeps a list of The Missing - the people like her grandmother who were part of
her life but who have now vanished. The people that everyone else pretends never
existed. In a nation isolated beneath the dome of the Protectosphere - which is
supposed to protect, but also imprisons - Neva and her friends dream of freedom. But
life is becoming complicated for Neva. She's falling in love with her best friend's
boyfriend - and she's learning more than she ever wanted to know about what might
be happening to The Missing...A gripping thriller with a dash of romance.

Dark Parties
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Cynthia Hand

Boundless: Unearthly
#3

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 The past few years held more surprises than part angel Clara Gardner ever could have
anticipated. Yet, through the dizzying high of falling in love for the first time to the
agonizing low of losing someone close to her, one thing that remained constant was
the knowledge that she was never meant to have a normal life. Now Clara is finally
ready to fulfill her destiny, as the battle against the Black Wings and their minions
looms on the horizon. And part of that destiny is being with Christian, even if her
heart still aches for Tucker. When one of the people Clara trusts most betrays her, she
finds herself fighting for her life - and the safety of the ones she loves. In the
electrifying conclusion to the Unearthly series Clara will gain new insight into the
true meaning of her purpose, and decide once and for all whether she should be with
Christian or Tucker.

Karen Healey

When We Wake

Pb

$16.99

$15.30 Sixteen-year-old Tegan is just like every other girl living in 2027 - she's happiest when
playing the guitar, she's falling in love for the first time, and she's joining her friends
to protest the wrongs of the world: environmental collapse, social discrimination, and
political injustice. But on what should have been the best day of Tegan's life, she dies and wakes up a hundred years in the future, locked in a government facility with no
idea what happened. Tegan is the first government guinea pig to be cryonically frozen
and successfully revived, which makes her an instant celebrity - even though all she
wants to do is try to rebuild some semblance of a normal life. But the future isn't all
she hoped it would be, and when appalling secrets come to light, Tegan must make a
choice: Does she keep her head down and survive, or fight for a better future?

Lisa McMann

The Trap Door: Infinity
Ring #1

Hb

$14.99

$13.50 Dak, Sera and Riq turn their attention to the next of the Great Breaks - and this one
turns out deeply personal for Riq. In the years leading to the US Civil War, the
Underground Railroad was integral to saving the lives of runaway slaves and
spreading the gospel of abolition. But the SQ doesn't want slavery to fail. They've
planted their agents all along the trail to freedom - and it's up to Dak, Sera, Riq and a
former slave called Harriet Tubman to root out the bad guys.

Rick Riordan

Percy Jackson and the
Sea of Monsters:
Graphic Novel #2

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 You can't tell by looking at me that my dad is Poseidon, God of the Sea. It's not easy
being a half-blood these days. You mortals can't even see the monsters we have to
fight all the time. So when a game of dodgeball turned into a death match against an
ugly gang of cannibal giants, I couldn't exactly ask my gym teacher for help. And that
was just for starters. This is the one where Camp Half Blood is under attack, and
unless I get my hands on the Golden Fleece, the whole camp will be invaded by
monsters. Big ones. Can Percy survive the treacherous Sea of Monsters and restore
order to Half-Blood Hill? This full-colour graphic novel is adapted by Robert Vendetti,
with art by Attila Futaki and colour by Tamas Gaspar.

Sarah
Silverwood

The London Stone:
Nowhere Chronicles #3

Pb

$16.99

$15.30 The prophecy has come to pass. The London Stone has been stolen and the Dark King
rules the Nowhere. Only Mona and the new Seer dare to stand against him, leading an
underground rebellion in the frozen wasteland... but what chance do they have,
against both the Army of the Mad and Arnold Mather's soldiers? There is still hope: if
they can recruit a banished race to their cause, maybe Fin and his friends can force a
final battle against the Dark King. But that aid will be hard-won, through an almost
impossible quest, and even then there are no guarantees. It will come down to three
friends, standing together against all odds. And fulfilling their destinies, whatever the
cost...

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 Jerden was enjoying life as the star attraction of the Zetithian Palace brothel when a
deranged woman murdered his lover. Plagued by heartbreak and depression, he
banishes himself from the palace and commits to a life of complete solitude. The stray
black stallion he rides across the fields and mountain trails is the only source of solace
he can find... until he meets the stallion's owner. Sara Shield is recovering from her
own trauma, and she has sworn off men entirely so that she can focus on her horses.
When her prized stallion brings the handsome Jerden straight to her door, she can't
help but wonder if she's still open to the possibility of falling in love.

PARANORMAL
Cheryl Brooks Wildcat: Cat Star
Chronicles #9
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Kristin Cast

Neferet's Curse: House
of Night Novella #3

Pb

$14.99

$13.50 In the third House of Night novella, the secret history we've all been waiting for is
finally revealed. Neferet, the Tulsa House of Night's darkly seductive High Priestess,
wasn't always a powerful vampyre, but she has always been beautiful. Raised in turnof-the-century Chicago in a motherless home, her beauty makes her the prey of
unwanted attention and abuse, leaving her with scars that will never heal - and a
Darkness that will eventually need to find its way out. But when she is Marked and
gains strength, both physical and magickal, she turns her anger into power and looks
for a way to regain what was stolen from her. From victim to High Priestess, beautiful
young woman to powerful seductress, Neferet's journey begins ...

Kendra Leigh
Castle

Immortal Craving: Dark Pb
Dynasties #4

$13.50

$12.15 Wild, uncontrollable, and powerful, the lion-shifting Rakshasa were hunted down by
vicious rival vampires who feared their dark, magical abilities. Somehow one survived,
and now, after centuries of hiding, Tasmin Singh reemerges as fierce and fearless as
ever at the door of the Lilim queen, seeking answers... and sanctuary. The human best
friend to a vampire queen, Bay Harper traded her quiet, comfortable life for a world
filled with immortal assassins, warring werewolves... and this hauntingly sexy shifter.
Only Bay's gentle touch can subdue Tasmin's inner demons, even as he brings out a
passion and sensuality she never imagined she could feel. But when a bloody struggle
threatens to tear them apart, can Bay risk everything on her faith in him-or will his
dark side be stronger than even their all-consuming desire?

Lauren Dane

Going Under: Bound By
Magick #3

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 In the wake of the Magister's rampage, chaos rules. Left reeling, the Others and the
humans scramble to create a some sort of unity in the face of growing unrest and
violence from anti-Other hate groups federation and ruthless PR guru Molly Ryan is
the witch who can do it. She grew up in the human world but there's nothing left for
her there. She's decided to put all her fight toward aiding the Others in this dark, new
reality. But Gage Garrity, one of the few Others who survived the massacre, fears that
the crusade will expose Molly to greater dangers than before.

Yasmine
Galenorn

Haunted Moon: Sisters
of the Moon #13

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 The D'Artigo sisters are sexy, savvy ex-operatives from the Otherworld Intelligence
Agency. Being half human, half-Fae means their powers go haywire at all the wrong
times. Camille is a wicked-good witch, with three gorgeous husbands. Her sister
Delilah is a two-faced werecat whilst Menolly, a jian-tu turned vampire, is dating a
sexy werepuma. Aeval sends Camille, Delilah and Menolly to rescue the missing wife
of a prominent member of the Fae nobility. Unfortunately, life is about to get very,
very nasty for them all.

Deborah
Harkness

Shadow of Night: All
Souls Trilogy #2

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 Historian Diana Bishop, descended from a line of powerful witches, and long-lived
vampire Matthew Clairmont have broken the laws dividing creatures. When Diana
discovered a significant alchemical manuscript in the Bodleian Library, she sparked a
struggle in which she became bound to Matthew. Now the fragile coexistence of
witches, daemons, vampires and humans is dangerously threatened. Seeking safety,
Diana and Matthew travel back in time to London, 1590. But they soon realise that the
past may not provide a haven. Reclaiming his former identity as poet and spy for
Queen Elizabeth, the vampire falls back in with a group of radicals known as the
School of Night. Many are unruly daemons, the creative minds of the age, including
playwright Christopher Marlowe and mathematician Thomas Harriot. Together
Matthew and Diana scour Tudor London for the elusive manuscript Ashmole 782, and
search for the witch who will teach Diana how to control her remarkable powers...
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Kim Harrison

Ever After: Rachel
Morgan #11

Hb

$42.00

$37.80 When Rachel sets off a chain of events that could lead to the end of the world - both
demonic and human - she must use her gifts to save those closest to her while
preventing an apocalypse. Satisfying and sexy, a visit to the Hollows will take readers
on a wild journey that will capture their imagination. Fans of Charlaine Harris and
Stephenie Meyer won't be able to resist Kim Harrison's alternative universe - urban
fantasy Cincinnati complete with vampires, witches, and other enchanting creatures where spine-tingling adventures and fast-paced action are the norm.

Linda O
Johnston

Undercover Wolf: Alpha Pb
Force #6

$9.50

$8.55 Danger and desire collide in a race against time. P.I. Quinn Parran's mission is simple:
to join Alpha Force, a unique military team of shape-shifters, and use their new elixir
to enhance his shape-shifting abilities. With the aid of Sergeant Kristine Norwood,
each shifting experiment sparks something more volatile than any challenge he's ever
encountered: a primal passion. And when Quinn's brother vanishes on his honeymoon
and is suspected of murder, Quinn must join forces with Kristine to investigate. With
no choice but to go deep undercover as newlyweds, Kristine finds herself enjoying the
charade a little too much. She is attracted to Quinn, but isn't about to get involved
with a shape-shifter. Until their quest becomes more dangerous, and Kristine must
put aside her doubts and put her full trust in Quinn....

Sherrilyn
Kenyon

Infamous: Chronicles of
Nick #3

Pb

$16.99

$15.30 Go to school. Get good grades. Stay out of trouble. That's the mandate for most kids.
But Nick Gautier isn't the average teenager. He's a boy with a destiny not even he fully
understands. And his first mandate is to stay alive while everyone, even his own
father, tries to kill him. He's learned to raise the dead, divination and clairvoyance, so
why is learning to drive and keep a girlfriend so hard? But driving isn't the primary
skill he has to master. Survival is. And in order to survive, his next lesson makes all
the others pale in comparison. He is on the brink of becoming either the greatest hero
mankind has ever known - or he'll be the one who ends the world. With enemies new
and old gathering forces, he will have to call on every part of himself to fight or he'll
lose everyone he cares about. Even himself.

Piper Maitland Hunting Daylight

Pb

$15.95

$14.35 For more than a decade, Caro Barrett has had doubts about the death of her husband,
who disappeared while looking for a tribe of day-walking vampires in an African
rainforest. Now, their daughter is struggling through her teenage years without a
father. Waiting in the wings is an ancient vampire ready to possess Caro's heart - and
to protect them both from harm. And, with her husband declared legally dead, Caro
feels it is finally time to move on... A hemisphere away in a windowless compound, an
Ottoman vampire lies dying from a rare blood disease, which has made him
vulnerable to the faintest bit of light. Yet he is determined to vanquish its power over
him - to feel the sun on his face one last time. And in Caro's darkest fears he will be
lifted into the light of day...

Richelle Mead The Indigo Spell:
Bloodlines #3

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 Sydney Sage is an Alchemist, one of a group of humans who dabble in magic and serve
to bridge the worlds of humans and vampires. They protect vampire secrets - and
human lives. In the aftermath of a forbidden moment that rocked Sydney to her core,
she struggles to draw the line between her Alchemist teachings and what her heart is
urging her to do. Then she finally tracks down the elusive, enigmatic Marcus Finch – a
former Alchemist who the organisation denies exists, and who lives in shadows, on
the run. With Marcus's help, Sydney realises that the group she's been loyal to her
whole life has been hiding the truth from her. Is it possible that her golden lily tattoo
might have more power over her than she thinks? As she struggles to come to terms
with what that might mean, Sydney is compelled to use her growing magical powers
to track down an evil magic user who is targeting powerful young witches. Using
magic goes against everything she always thought she believed, but she realises that
her only hope is to embrace her special blood – or else she might be next.
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Chloe Neill

House Rules:
Chicagoland Vampires
#7

Pb

$23.95

$21.55 In a city full of vampires, trouble never sleeps. At the tender age of twenty-seven,
Merit became a sword-wielding vampire. Since then, she's become the protector of her
House, watched Chicago nearly burn to the ground, and seen her Master fall and rise.
Now she'll see her mettle - and her metal - tested like never before. It started with
two... Two rogues vanishing without a trace. Someone is targeting Chicago's vampires,
and anyone could be next. With their house in peril, Merit and her Master, the
centuries-old Ethan Sullivan, must race to stop the disappearances. But as they
untangle a web of secret alliances and ancient evils, they realize their foe is more
familiar, and more powerful, than they could have ever imagined.

Liesel Schwarz A Conspiracy of
Alchemists: Chronicles
of Light and Shadow #1

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 It is 1903, and the world is divided between light and shadow. On the side of light is a
wondrous science that has transformed everyday life by harnessing magical energies
to ingenious new technologies. But each advance of science has come at the expense
of shadow - the traditional realm of the supernatural. Now two ancient powers are
preparing to strike back. Blood-sucking immortal Nightwalkers and their spellcasting
Alchemist allies have a plan to cover the whole world in shadow. All they require is
the sacrifice of a certain young woman whose past conceals a dangerous secret. But
when they come after Elle, they get more than they bargained for. This enterprising
young woman, the daughter of a scientific genius, has reserves of bravery and
determination that even she scarcely suspects. Now she is about to meet her match in
more ways than one: a handsome yet infuriating Warlock named Hugh Marsh, whose
agenda is as suspect as his charms are annoyingly irresistible.

Sharon Shinn

The Shape of Desire:
Shifting Circle #1

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 For fifteen years Maria Devane has been desperately, passionately in love with Dante
Romano. But despite loving him with all of her heart and soul, Maria knows that
Dante can never give all of himself back-at least not all the time. Every month, Dante
shifts shape, becoming a wild animal. During those times, he wanders far and wide,
leaving Maria alone. He can't choose when he shifts, the transition is often abrupt and,
as he gets older, the time he spends in human form is gradually decreasing. But Maria,
who loves him without hesitation, wouldn't trade their unusual relationship for
anything. Since the beginning, she has kept his secret, knowing that their love is
worth the danger. But when a string of brutal attacks occur in local parks during the
times when Dante is in animal form, Maria is forced to consider whether the lies she's
been telling about her life have turned into lies she's telling herself...

Gena
Showalter

Magic at Midnight

Pb

$23.95

$21.55 Two charmed and sexy novellas set in Mysteria, the beguiling little Colorado town
where magic is in the air and passions run high - and not because of the altitude...
Hundreds of years ago, in the mountains of Colorado, Mysteria was founded by a
random act of demonic kindness. Today, it's a magnet for the supernatural, where
magic quietly coexists with the mundane world. But now two sisters are about to
unleash a tempest of seduction that will have tongues wagging for centuries to come.
The Witches of Mysteria and the Dead Who Love Them: Genevieve is a witch with a
bad case of unrequited love for a local bar owner. But is his sudden change of heart
the result of a love potion - or a literally breathtaking passion? A Tawdry Affair: Glory,
witch of love, wants her man. Unfortunately, he barely knows she exists - until a
magic pen brings her creative fantasies of seduction, sex, and delicious revenge to life.

Terry Spear

A Howl for a
Highlander: Heart of
the Wolf #10

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 Duncan MacNeill is on a mission - find gray wolf and former stockbroker Silverman
who has stolen his family fortune and is purported to be living in the Grand Cayman
Islands. As a Highland wolf, Duncan rarely leaves his native homeland, and taking a
trip to an island paradise is not his dram of whiskey. But keeping the MacNeill's
ancestral castle depends on making Silverman pay. Silverman never believed that
MacNeill would actually track him down, and he's ready to run. But when a beautiful
botanist catches Silverman's and MacNeill's attention, these two alphas realize they
have even more to fight over...

HORROR
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Stephen King

Carrie [film tie-in]

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 An exciting reissue of Stephen King's debut novel about an outcast teenager with a
frightening power which put him on the map and set him on his journey as a
household name. Carrie White is no ordinary girl. Carrie White has the gift of
telekinesis. To be invited to Prom Night by Tommy Ross is a dream come true for
Carrie - the first step towards social acceptance by her high school colleagues. But
events will take a decidedly macabre turn on that horrifying and endless night as she
is forced to exercise her terrible gift on the town that mocks and loathes her...

Isaac Marion

Warm Bodies

Pb

$19.95

$17.95 He has no name, no memories, and no pulse, but he has dreams. He is a little different
from his fellow Dead. Amongst the ruins of an abandoned city, R meets a girl. Her
name is Julie and she is the opposite of everything he knows - warm and bright and
very much alive, she is a blast of colour in a dreary grey landscape. For reasons he
can't understand, R chooses to save Julie instead of eating her, and a tense yet
strangely tender relationship begins. This has never happened before. It breaks the
rules and defies logic, but R is no longer content with life in the grave. He wants to
breathe again, he wants to live, and Julie wants to help him. But their grim, rotting
world won't be changed without a fight...

David
Annandale

The Death of Antagonis: Pb
Warhammer 40k Space Marine Battles

$21.00

$18.90 The Black Dragons fall upon the world of Antagonis, summoned to combat the plague
of undeath that has engulfed the planet. Allying themselves with Inquisitor Werner
Lettinger and a force of Sisters of Battle, the Black Dragons endeavour to save the
souls of the Imperial citizens who have succumbed to the contagion. But there is more
than a mere infection at play - the dread forces of Chaos lie behind the outbreak, and
the Black Dragons stand in the way of the Dark Gods' victory.

Greg Bear

Primordium: Halo Forerunner Saga #2

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 Chakas and Riser find themselves on an inverted world where horizons rise into the
sky and where humans of all kinds are trapped in a perilous cycle of neglect. They
have become strategic pawns in a game of ancient vengeance between the powers
who seeded the galaxy with life, and the Forerunners. In the company of a young girl
and an old man, Chakas begins an epic journey across a lost and damaged Halo in
search of a way home, an explanation for the warrior spirits rising up within, and for
the Librarian's tampering with human destiny. This journey will take them into the
domain of a powerful and monstrous intelligence who claims to be the Last Precursor,
and who now has control of both this Halo and the fate of Forerunners and humans
alike. Called the Primordial by ancient human warriors, this intelligence may control
the fate of not only Chakas, Riser, and the rest of humanity, but all of sentient life.

Richard Lee
Byers

Prophet of the Dead:
Brotherhood of the
Griffon #5

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 The anticipated climax to a series that has been building in popularity, Richard Lee
Byers is at his best working with tales of the undead. Prophet of the Dead fulfills on
the promise of the title, giving fans a satisfying end to the current threats facing the
Brotherhood of the Griffon.

GAME WORLDS
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Ben Counter

Van Horstmann:
Warhammer Heroes

Pb

$20.00

William King

Gotrek and Felix: The
First Omnibus

Tp

$30.00 $27.00 Relive the early adventures of the Slayer and his human companion. From the
haunted forests of the Empire to the darkness beneath the Worlds Edge Mountains,
Gotrek and Felix face demented cultists, sinister goblins and a monstrous troll. In the
city of Nuln, they get involved in an invasion by the sewer-dwelling skaven. And in
the frozen north, an expedition to the lost dwarf hold of Karag Dum brings Gotrek and
Felix face to face with a dread Bloothirster of Chaos. This omnibus includes
Trollslayer, Skavenslayer and Daemonslayer.

William King

Gotrek and Felix: The
Second Omnibus

Tp

$30.00 $27.00 The Slayer and his poet companion continue their adventures, aided by the Kislevite
warrior-princess Ulrika, the wizard Max Schreiber and Gotrek's old comrade Snorri
Nosebiter. Returning from their expedition to the distant north, Gotrek and Felix find
themselves under attack by an army of monstrous greenskins - and a terrifying
dragon. When an immense Chaos horde besieges Praag, the adventurers hasten to
defend the beleaguered city - but the masters of the Chaos host have plans for Gotrek.
When Ulrika, is captured by a dread vampire, the race is on to rescue her before she
succumbs to the curse of undeath. This omnibus includes Dragonslayer, Beastslayer
and Vampireslayer.

Graham
McNeil

Angel Exterminatus:
Horus Heresy #23

Pb

$25.95

$23.35 Perturabo - master of siegecraft, and executioner of Olympia. Long has he lived in the
shadow of his more favoured primarch brothers, frustrated by the mundane and
ignominious duties which regularly fall to his Legion. When Fulgrim offers him the
chance to lead an expedition in search of an ancient and destructive xenos weapon,
the Iron Warriors and the Emperor's Children unite and venture deep into the heart of
the great warp-rift known only as 'the Eye'. Pursued by a ragged band of survivors
from Isstvan V and the revenants of a dead eldar world, they must work quickly if
they are to unleash the devastating power of the Angel Exterminatus!

Sandy Mitchell The Last Ditch:
Warhammer 40k Ciaphas Cain

Pb

$14.50

$13.05 Imperial commissar Ciaphas Cain returns to Nusquam Fundumentibus to crush the
ork attacks which have been plaguing the frozen planet. But when his ship crashes
into the wastelands outside the capital it disturbs a far greater enemy, one which has
lain dormant under the permafrost since long before the Imperium came to this
world, and could now threaten the whole sector. Faced with ongoing greenskin raids
and keeping an over-enthusiastic novice commissar under control, Cain must rally his
men and confront whatever emerges from beneath the rapidly melting ice...

Sandy Mitchell The Greater Good:
Warhammer 40k Ciaphas Cain

Hb

$42.00

$37.80 When the world of Quadravidia comes under attack by the insidious tau, only one
man can defeat the aliens and save the planet in the Emperor's name: the legendary
Hero of the Imperium, Commissar Ciaphas Cain. When the aliens call for a ceasefire,
Cain expects the worst, and his fears are answered in the form of the dread menace of
the tyranids. As a hive fleet approaches Quadravidia, Cain must try to forge an alliance
between the Imperium and the tau - but can he truly trust the inscrutable xenos?

$18.00 Egrimm van Horstmann is the most promising wizard the College of Light has ever
seen. Surpassing his mentors and reaching new heights of magical power, he seems
destined to lead the college into a bright new future. As enemies close in on him, van
Horstmann's true motives become clear - he plans to unleash an ancient dragon
imprisoned beneath the college and bring ruin to the Empire, in the name of Chaos.
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Josh Reynolds Road of Skulls:
Warhammer - Gotrek
and Felix

Pb

$23.95

$19.75 Gotrek and Felix: unsung heroes of the Empire, or nothing more than common thieves
and murderers? The truth perhaps lies somewhere in between, and depends entirely
upon whom you ask... Gotrek and Felix race to the dwarf hold at Karak Kadrin, finding
it besieged by one of the grand armies of Chaos warlord Garmr. When King Ungrim
Ironfist speaks of the legendary 'Road of Skulls' and of the hated foe's attempts to
open a portal into the Realm of Chaos, Gotrek senses that a great doom awaits him though it may not be the one he would choose for himself. As the king's own son leads
his army of Slayers to fulfil an ancient prophecy, it seems that Garmr's hour of victory
may be at hand.

R A Salvatore

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 Drizzt draws his swords once more to aid his friends. His lover, Dahlia Sin'felle, can
speak of nothing but the moment she will face the Netherese lord Herzgo Alegni once
again. Drizzt has already followed a trail of vengeance beside Dahlia. Can he justify
one more battle to settle a grudge he does not understand? Artemis Entreri too seeks
vengeance. He offers to aid Dahlia in her mission to destroy Alegni. But Charon's Claw,
Alegni's sentient sword, dominates Entreri's movements - if not his mind. And then
there's the way Entreri looks at Dahlia. Can Drizzt trust his old foe?

Douglas Adams Shada: Doctor Who
& Gareth
Roberts

Pb

$19.95

$17.95 The Doctor's old friend and fellow Time Lord Professor Chronotis has retired to
Cambridge University - where nobody will notice if he lives for centuries. But now he
needs help from the Doctor, Romana and K-9. When he left Gallifrey he took with him
a few little souvenirs - most of them are harmless. But one of them is extremely
dangerous. The Worshipful and Ancient Law of Gallifrey isn't a book for Time Tots . It
is one of the Artefacts, dating from the dark days of Rassilon. It must not be allowed
to fall into the wrong hands. And the sinister Skagra most definitely has the wrong
hands. He wants the book. He wants to discover the truth behind Shada. And he wants
the Doctor's mind... Based on the scripts for the original television series by the
legendary Douglas Adams, Shada retells an adventure that never made it to the
screen.

Orson Scott
Card

Ender's World: Fresh
Perspectives on the SF
Classic Ender's Game

Pb

$18.99

$17.10 Orson Scott Card's Ender's Game is a classic of science fiction. Though it began its life
as a short story, it was later expanded into a Hugo and Nebula award-winning novel,
served as a springboard for a much larger universe of stories, and finally, in November
2013, will become a feature film. Ender's World conscripts almost two dozen writers of
science fiction, fantasy, and young adult books to offer new perspectives on the 1985
novel, along with insights gleaned from other Ender stories that fit within the Ender's
Game chronology, including Ender in Exile and Ender's Shadow . In addition, military
strategists Colonel Tom Ruby and Captain John Schmitt offer insight into the humanFormic war. A contribution from Aaron Johnson, the coauthor of the Formic Wars
prequel novels, is also included.

Troy Denning

Apocalypse: Star Wars - Pb
Fate of the Jedi #9

$13.50

$12.15 In the stunning finale of the epic Fate of the Jedi series, Jedi and Sith face off - with
Coruscant as their battlefield. For the Sith, it's the chance to restore their dominance
over the galaxy that forgot them for so long. For Abeloth, it's a giant step in her quest
to conquer all life everywhere. For Luke Skywalker, it's a call to arms to eradicate the
Sith and their monstrous new master once and for all. In a planetwide strike, teams of
Jedi Knights take the Sith infiltrators by swift and lethal surprise. But victory against
the cunning and savage Abeloth, and the terrifying endgame she has planned, is
anything but certain. And as Luke, Ben, Han, Leia, Jaina, Jag, and their allies close in,
the devastating truth about the dark side incarnate will be exposed - and send shock
waves through the Jedi Order, the galaxy, and the Force itself. There can be no
surrender. There will be no mercy. It's not just the future of the galaxy at stake. It's
the destiny of the Force.

Charon's Claw:
Neverwinter #3

MEDIA
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Jason Fry

Darth Maul: Star Wars - Pb
Shadow Conspiracy

$7.99

$7.20 An epic novel that ties into the newest season of Star Wars: The Clone Wars, the hit
Cartoon Network TV show! Darth Maul--the infamous villain of Star Wars: Episode I
The Phantom Menace - is back, and he wants vengeance against his most hated
enemy: Obi-Wan Kenobi. When Darth Maul reunites with Savage Opress, the two Sith
brothers threaten to unleash terror across the galaxy!

David R
George, III

Allegiance in Exile: Star
Trek - Original Series

Pb

$13.50

$12.15 A beautiful green world, rich in fertile soil and temperate climate - a planet that
should be teeming with life. Scans show no life-signs, but there are refined metals,
including those associated with a space-faring race and a lone city. But where are all
of the inhabitants? Captain James T. Kirk leads a landing party from the U.S.S.
Enterprise, hoping to get some answers. The team discovers a city in ruins, covered by
dust, utterly bereft of life. Tricorder readings indicate that this is no ancient
metropolis - it has been deserted only for a year. And just beyond the citadel lies what
appears to be an ancient spaceport... a graveyard of ships that have clearly been
sabotaged. With these ruins too far from either the Klingon or the Romulan Empires,
the Enterprise crew can only wonder who could have done this. And could this
unnamed threat now pose an imminent danger to the Federation?

Evelyn Kriete

Steampunk Fashion:
The Ultimate
Sourcebook to the
Modern Victorian Style

Pb

$34.95

$31.45 While many of Steampunk's most dramatic incarnations can be found on Fashion
Week runways, it can also be found in ample supply among casual everyday street
wear. Steampunk Fashion is the design sourcebook for the Steampunk fashion
aesthetic. Inside you'll meet the trendsetters who are influencing what we love to
wear: the designers, artists, writers and photographers behind the new flowering of
neo-vintage style. The author takes you on a journey through the culture behind the
trend - the books, art, films and images that are driving Steampunk fashion. Learn the
rules of Steampunk style. Understand how diverse outfits can be grouped together
into basic thematic categories - from gadgeteers, explorers and aristocrats to officers,
scientists or ragamuffins. Discover the personal style that fits you best, and add a bit
of Steampunk fashion to your wardrobe!

Daniel Wallace Jedi Path: A Manual for
Students of the Force

Hb

$29.99

$27.00 This ancient training manual, crafted by early Jedi Masters, has educated and
enlightened generations of Jedi. It explains the history and hierarchy of the Jedi
Order, and what Jedi must know to take their place as defenders of the peace in the
galaxy - from mastery of the Force to the nuances of lightsaber combat. A single copy
of this manual has survived. It is now passed on to you...

Star Wars

Boba Fett Mug

Toy

$9.95

$8.95

Star Wars

Yoda Mug

Toy

$9.95

$8.95
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Star Wars

C3PO Metal Can Cooler

Toy

$14.99

$13.50
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